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✥ Need a place to start? Inside, 20 unique
projects with step-by-step instructions and
dozens of sample motifs give you a feel for the
fundamentals.
✥ Ready to leave the roost? Take the basic
sweater pattern in any size you choose—or adapt
a pillow, a pair of mittens, or a comfy hat—and
mix and match the motifs you like best to create
something entirely your own.

KNIT Yourself IN
Cecilie Kaurin & Linn Bryhn Jacobsen

Inventive Patterns to Tell Your Story in the Danish
“Hen Knitting” Tradition

Cecilie Kaurin & Linn Bryhn Jacobsen

Using whatever colorful odds and ends of
yarn are at hand and a series of personalized
pattern bands, it’s easy for all knitters to
express themselves with their needles. Make
a statement, send a message, put aside lockstep patterns, and set yourself free.

KNITYourself IN

The history of “hen knitting” began 40 years
ago with Kirsten Hofstätter’s Hen Press
and one simple idea: Why spend all your
time knitting other people’s patterns when
you could make your own?
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MARITIME PILLOW COVER WITH ANCHORS
Begin working this pillow with the center front knitted
around on a circular. When that is complete, cut it open
before adding the edging. When you cut the cover, keep
the live sts at the top on the circular so you only have
to pick up and knit sts along 3 sides. It will seem a
little troublesome in the instructions but it’s easier in
practice.
After cutting the cover open, the front edging is worked
in the round and then the back is worked as an extension of one side of the front. The back is worked back
and forth in a single color.
Finished Measurements
19¾ x 19¾ in / 50 x 50 cm
Yarn and Yarn Amounts
CYCA #3 (DK/light worsted) Lerke from Dale of Norway
(52% Merino wool, 48% cotton, 125 yd/114 m / 50 g
OR
CYCA #3 (DK/light worsted) Petunia from Rauma (Per
Tryving) (100% cotton, 120 yd/110 m / 50 g)
You can substitute yarn that knits to a gauge of 22 sts
in 4 in / 10 cm.

Color Suggestions

Grams

Lerke 5845 Blue* or Petunia
275 Jeans

350

Lerke 4236 Robin Red or
Petunia 256 Red

50

Lerke 0020 Natural White or
Petunia 221 Cream

200

Front and Back
NOTE: Before you start knitting, read through the
instructions completely. The center front is worked
first, without the frame around it.
With short circular and Blue, CO 94 sts; join, being
careful not to twist cast-on row. Work following the
chart, and note that the first st of every round is p1.
After completing charted rows, the piece should measure approx. 16½ x 16½ in / 42 x 42 cm.
The frame is worked next but first you have to cut the
piece down the purl line at beginning of rnd. On the
last rnd, prepare for the cutting by binding off 5 sts
centered at the cutting line: BO 2 sts before the purl
line, BO the purl st, BO 2 sts after purl st. Machinestitch a double rows of fine zigzag on each side of the
purls. Carefully cut open between the machine stitching. The 89 live sts at top of piece should remain on
the circular.
Working the frame in the round
Change to the long circular and pick up and knit sts
along the 3 sides without live sts using the crochet
hook and Blue. With all of the sts (picked-up and live)
on the circular, pm at the center st of each corner. With
Blue, work around in stockinette, increasing at each
corner on every round: M1 before the corner marker,
k the corner st, M1. Work 10 rnds and then BO the sts
around the 3 sides with picked-up sts.
Back
Work back and forth in stockinette over the rem 109
sts for the back. When back measures 19¾ in / 50
cm, BO loosely.

*The original blue-green used for the pillow shown is
no longer available.

Finishing
Weave in all ends neatly on WS. Fold the pieces with
WS facing WS and sew together with small back stitching; leaving an opening for the pillow form at center
bottom. After blocking (see below), turn the pillow
cover right side out and insert the pillow form. With
the main color and overcast st, seam the opening.

Needles
U.S. size 4 / 3.5 mm: short and long circulars
Crochet Hook
U.S. size E-4 / 3.5 mm
Notions
Blunt tapestry needle, pillow form 19¾ x 19¾ in /
50 x 50 cm
Gauge
22 sts and 26 rnds = 4 x 4 in / 10 x 10 cm.
Adjust needle size to obtain correct gauge if necessary.

Blocking
With RS facing out, dampen the pillow cover in lukewarm water. Gently squeeze out the water. Place a
large towel on the floor and put pillow cover on top.
Roll up the towel and press out excess water. Lay the
cover flat on a dry towel or on a sweater drying rack
and leave until completely dry.
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Maritime Pillow Cover with Anchors
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